Traditional theories of airline pricing maintain that fares monotonically increase as fewer seats remain available on a flight. This then implies a monotonically increasing temporal profile of fares. In this paper, we exploit the presence of drops in offered fares over time as an indicator of an active yield management intervention by two main European Low-Cost Carriers, and measure its effectiveness. We find that reduction of the offered airfare by one standard deviation raises a flight's load factor on average by 2.7 percent, a measure unaffected by the intensity of competition in a route. Furthermore, yield management interventions are less effective the higher the share of leisure (holiday and visiting friends relatives) traffic on the route. This result runs counter to the common perception of leisure passengers being more responsive to price changes.
Introduction
Airlines and hotels constitute typical examples of service markets with different mix of business and leisure customers. The emergence of the Internet as a direct marketing channel has had two effects on the travel industry. On the one hand, the Internet has increased firms' market reach, but on the other hand it intensified the competitive pressure and the firms' need to constantly adjust online offered prices to manage their highly perishable capacity. This paper provides a quantitative evaluation of the effectiveness of dynamic pricing interventions, using a unique dataset from the airline industry. Data on final load factors allow us to both quantify the effectiveness of a particular visible form of pricing intervention (decrease in offered price), and examine whether leisure passengers are more responsive than business travelers to price drops. The latter point has clear implications for travel industry managers.
Pricing in the airline industry is known to be very complex, resulting in substantial and well-documented price dispersion. Deneckere and Peck (2012) point out that the airline industry belongs to a rather wide class of markets, where a good is offered for sale for a limited length of time, capacity has to be scheduled in advance, and aggregate demand is uncertain. To cope with these complexities in a competitive environment, airlines have developed and perfected a dynamic capacity pricing approach that allows them to adjust their prices in response to changes in demand. The term commonly used in the airline industry to describe such a pricing approach is yield management (hereafter, YM).
The goal of YM, both systematic and stochastic, is to maximize load factors and profits. Load factor maximization is important due to economies of traffic density (falling per passenger cost with increasing load factor). Under systematic YM, the high-or lowdemand periods can be predicted with sufficiently accurate precision, while stochastic YM entails the management of demand conditions that could not be determined a priori.
Following Dana (1999a) , systematic yield management can be effectively related to the practice of setting fares as an ex-ante (non strictly) increasing function of an aircraft's capacity utilization. However, in the event the forecasts turn out to be particularly imprecise and/or unexpected contingencies arise, the need to deal with stochastic YM may induce airlines to revise the pricing schedule they devised under systematic peak load conditions. Stochastic YM and dynamic pricing can thus be seen as synonymous in the sense that they identify changes to a systematic (i.e., defined a priori) pricing schedule. This practice is particularly important when the actual demand is much lower than expected so that, in the absence of any rectifying intervention that shifts at least some fares downward, the aircraft would likely depart with many empty seats.
In this study, we document the effects of dynamic pricing using a unique dataset of offered price profiles of two leading European low cost carriers. Specifically, we observe both the evolution of price quotes for a number of flights as the departure date nears, and the final load factors of those flights. This allows studying the impact of YM interventions observed at various time intervals prior to a flight's departure on the resulting load factors. Our data allow us to observe instances of drops in offered prices as the departure date nears, representing clear interventions by the yield managers. We measure the extent to which different levels of price drops are successful in raising a flight's load factor. Surveybased data on the passenger mix on individual routes allow us to evaluate the differences in the magnitude of this effect for predominantly leisure versus predominantly business markets.
The main advantage of our dataset is that the data come from the environment which very closely resembles the one described by various YM models. Specifically, all the tickets in our dataset are offered as strictly non-refundable contracts, irrespective of the price, and the airlines do not practice any discrimination between one-way and round-trip customers. Furthermore, our data allow us to abstract from pricing-in-network considerations, as the carriers involved only sell tickets for point-to-point services. To measure the effectiveness of YM, we employ a flight-level fixed effects model that accounts for the potential endogeneity of the price decrease variable. Econometric estimates reveal that, other things equal, onestandard deviation reduction of the offered airfare results on average in a 2.7 percent higher load factor. For a typical Ryanair 189-seat aircraft, this is equivalent to about 5 extra seats that are sold following this yield management intervention.
Further, we study whether the effectiveness of YM interventions varies across markets with different degrees of either concentration or passenger mix. First, we fail to detect any substantial difference related to a route's concentration, suggesting that price reductions do not appear to lead to passengers substituting between the competing airlines' flights on the route. This finding is largely consistent with the view that the emergence of lowcost carriers in Europe has been a driving force in the expansion of the overall demand for airline services (Alderighi et al., 2012) . Furthermore, the effectiveness of yield management interventions decreases with the increase in the share of leisure traffic on the route. This conclusion appears to be counter-intuitive, as leisure passengers are perceived as being price sensitive. A potential explanation for this outcome may be related to the tendency of leisure travelers to make their plans well in advance, which, in turn, enhances the role of systematic YM and makes dynamic pricing less effective.
We must however note two caveats here. First, intertemporal price discrimination is not an alternative hypothesis to our contention, and our finding that YM is practiced effectively does not mean that the airlines do not price discriminate. It is simply that, according to the available information on how airlines set their fares, the temporal price discrimination approach is largely a fixed effect, i.e., a similar temporal template is applied across daily flights operated on the same route sharing the same time of departure. Furthermore, the use of relevant instruments is also designed to purge the yield management variable of possible other time-varying flight-specific effects.
Second, we are aware that YM comprises a wider range of forecasting and pricing practices that we do not study here (Weatherford and Bodily, 1992 ; McGill and Van Ryzin, 1999) Indeed, we only focus on one particular manifestation, i.e., sustained fare reduction induced by stochastic peak load pricing considerations. Yet, we also control for other more traditional forms of YM such as those discussed in Dana (1999a Dana ( , 1999b , where the emphasis lies on how fares should be adjusted to reflect systematic peak load pricing considerations. Since we only deal with final load factors, we cannot study whether the management of peak load pricing varies with market conditions; addressing this issue will probably require more detailed data on how fares change as a plane fills up (Clark and Vincent, 2012) .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The relevant literature is presented in the next section; Sections 3, 4, and 5 discuss data, the empirical strategy together our definition of YM intervention, and results, respectively. Section 6 concludes. Some secondary results are in the Appendix.
Literature Review
This paper makes a contribution to a small but growing empirical literature on application of yield management by the travel industry. McAfee and te Velde (2007) acknowledge the scarcity of, and the need for, empirical studies on yield management. Up to now, this empirical literature has developed two strands. Some studies are aimed at testing the theories of pricing in the airline and other related industries, while the other strand looks at more practical aspects of yield management, including studying the differences in application of this pricing technique to business and leisure passengers and markets. Our study is more closely linked to the latter of this empirical literature.
The following works are most closely related to our paper. Salanti et al. (2012) demonstrate that prices offered by easyJet on predominantly leisure markets show less dynamic behavior as compared to prices on markets with predominantly business traffic. Malighetti et al. (2010) show that Ryanair's price setting tactics have recently developed towards a less dynamic pattern, so that the discounts offered by the carrier for tickets purchased in advance are not as steep as they used to be. Abratea et al. (2012) find that European hotels offer last minute discounts for stays on weekdays, but not on weekends, mirroring evidence from the airline industry that pricing is less dynamic on predominantly tourist markets. Balaguer and Pernias (2013) demonstrate, however, that leisure travelers exhibit a higher degree of substitutability between hotels as compared to business customers. Becerra et al. (2013) show that higher quality hotels tend to offer fewer and shallower discounts to all customers. Overall, our study confirms the findings of these empirical works. Yet, we are also able to measure the effectiveness of YM interventions in terms of the number of additional seats sold, in addition to analyzing the effect of competition between the airlines on effectiveness of such interventions.
Studies testing yield management theories of pricing in the airline industry include Escobari and Gan (2007), Escobari (2012) , and Puller et al. (2009) . The first paper analyzes fare quotes for a number of flights, tracing evolution of offered prices as the departure day nears. The authors also derive a proxy for the load factor at each date of price data collection to evaluate the probability that the flight will be sold out. The main finding is that lower selling probability yields higher price quote, as predicted by the peak load, inventory control models. Escobari (2012) focuses on demand learning by the airlines, using similar data. In contrast, Puller et al. (2009) argue that the observed price pattern is consistent with price discrimination rather than YM. All these studies, however, use data generated by a more complex process than the one described by any of the models in the literature. Both papers deal with pricing of non-stop, one-way flights operated by the network airlines, which requires taking into consideration the well-known discrimination between one-way and round-trip passengers. Also, seats on the same aircraft are occupied by origin-destination and transit passengers, and presence of transit passengers can affect pricing of the origin-destination tickets. Our dataset, however, includes fares for what can be considered a largely homogenous product. Indeed, the carriers in our sample focus exclusively on point-to-point travel; they do not discriminate between one-way and round-trip ticket purchasers; and neither offer refundable tickets, nor employ other 'fences'. Importantly, we observe flight-level final load factors and can therefore study whether and to what extent YM, defined as a revision to a pre-determined pricing profile, is practiced by the carriers and how effective it is in raising a flight's load factor.
In contrast to the recent and still under-developed empirical yield management literature, the relevant theoretical body of work is rather well-established. Most of the theoretical papers (e.g., Dana, 1999a and 1999b) have predicted monotonically increasing offered fares as the departure date nears. The recent study by Deneckere and Peck (2012), however, is able to model emergence of downward price adjustments in a competitive equilibrium in situations where the firm set the price based on an over-optimistic demand forecast. Dana (1999a) illustrates in a model with demand uncertainty and perishable assets, how systematic peak load pricing can be effectively managed by dividing the total of the aircraft's seats into groups or 'buckets' (McGill and Van Ryzin, 1999). The number and size of the buckets depend on the number of possible demand states and their probability of occurring; and by assigning to each bucket a fare whose level is inversely related with the probability that a seat in that group is sold. An important feature of this pricing profile is that it is designed before demand is known: thus any possible revisions of this profile can be classified as stochastic peak load pricing. Dana (1999b) proposes a mechanism to shift demand from peak to off-peak flights when airlines ex-ante do not know for which flight the peak will be realized: because in equilibrium the airline restricts the size of the low-priced buckets, some consumers choose to fly at their least preferred time.
Advance-Purchase Discounts (APD, hereafter) play a separate important role in the relevant theoretical literature. APD provide a simple way to screen consumers by their demand uncertainty. Gale and Holmes (1993) argue that in a monopoly with capacity constraints and perfectly predictable demand, APD are used to divert demand from peak periods to off-peak periods in order to maximize profits. By doing so, the airlines price discriminate across customers on the basis of their price elasticity and time valuation. Similarly, when the demand is uncertain APD help to improve profitability by spreading customers evenly across flights before the peak period is known (Gale and Holmes, 1992 Each of these is denoted as a 'booking day'. The higher frequency of late booking days is meant to allow possible APD effects, an issue that appears to be particularly relevant for both these airlines, as illustrated in Dobson and Piga (2013) . Overall, we have collected thirteen fare quotes for each flight.
The second data source we use is the information on final load factors. Specifically, the U.K. Civil Aviation Authority provided daily data on all the flights operated by our two LCCs, easyJet and Ryanair (but not for all the other competitors). This dataset contains information on the flight frequency, as well as on the number of passengers and the available seat capacity of each flight code departing on a given day. Constructing load factors from this data is a simple exercise -the number of final passengers is divided by the aircraft's capacity. In our dataset, the average load factor is 78 percent, with a standard deviation of 15.71 percent. The highly strategic nature of such information led the Civil Aviation Authority to the decision to stop selling data with a daily frequency. Therefore, we also use monthly data, also from the U.K. Civil Aviation Authority, to identify the full set of competitors on the route, and to classify the routes into those with high and low levels of competition. To this purpose, we define a route as an airport pair (e.g., London Gatwick and Rome Fiumicino). A city-pair includes all the airports serving the two cities (e.g., City, Gatwick, Heathrow, Luton and Stansted for London; Ciampino and Fiumicino for Rome). Thus, a route may be operated by a single carrier, but the latter may face competition from other airlines operating in the same city-pair. Competition is measured using the number of airlines present both at the route level and at the city-pair level. We define a market to be highly competitive if there are at least three carriers on the city-pair market and at least two airlines on the airport-pair market, or if the number of airlines present in the city-pair is at least five, irrespective of the number of airlines serving the given airport-pair market; thus if a route is a monopoly within a very competitive city-pair, it is classified as competitive. The average Herfindahl index across city-pair markets in this sub-sample of competitive routes is 0.28. By contrast, the city-pair market Herfindahl index for the sub-set of non-competitive markets is 0.56. 3 Finally, the third source we use is the International Passenger Survey (IPS), which is prepared and managed by the U.K. Office for National Statistics and distributed via the U.K. Data Archive. The survey is a random sample of about two percent of passengers entering/leaving the U.K. by air. It provides quarterly information on expenditure levels and passenger characteristics, including the purpose of the journey. For each route, we aggregate the survey information across carriers to derive a set of measures indicating the percentage of passengers traveling for a specific reason. More precisely, for each quarter we measure the share of passengers reporting the following purpose for the journey: i ) holiday & leisure; ii ) visiting friends & relatives (VFR), and iii ) business. We then define the Tourism variable as the sum of the shares of holiday and VFR passenger traffic on the route in the given quarter.
About half of our observations come from routes we classify as competitive. We should also note that the median share of tourist traffic as we defined it here is 85 percent, with at least a quarter of passengers classified as 'tourists' on every route in our sample. These descriptive statistics largely confirm the common impression of LCCs as the airlines catering predominantly to leisure passengers. Yet, we do have a good number of markets where easyJet and Ryanair appear to have attracted a sizeable share of business traffic. Table 1 reports descriptive statistics (average fare quotes and corresponding standard deviations) depending on how far in advance the fare quotes have been collected. The numbers are reported both for the entire sample, and for several sub-samples. Specifically, we report the descriptive statistics for subsets of competitive and not competitive routes, as well as for the sub-samples of what we define as tourist versus non-tourist markets. The set of tourist markets is defined as routes where the share of passengers traveling on holiday or to visit friends and relatives is higher than the sample median.
Descriptive evidence
Based on Table 1 , price quotes depict a generally increasing trend as the flight date nears; moreover, prices tend to be higher on routes that are less competitive. The difference in offered price dynamics across tourist versus non-tourist routes is quite interesting. For booking days further away from the flight departure date, price quotes on tourist routes tend to be higher than same on non-tourist markets. However, the difference becomes negligible as the flight departure date nears.
Furthermore, our dataset includes a potentially non-trivial number of cases of decreases in offered price over time. Specifically, the average price quote 21 days prior to departure is lower than the same a week before. This difference is observed in all sub-samples except for the subset of non-tourist routes.
To identify the intensity of the YM intervention, we construct the variable Price Decrease, which is a weighted average of fare reductions across the booking day series. To focus on fare reductions that are clearly non-random, and realizing that, for early booking days, a single fare reduction may reflect the chosen, predetermined pricing profile of a carrier's template, we define a sustained fare reduction in the following way. For booking dates from 70 to 21 days before the departure, a price drop is identified as the instance of a lower fare quote for two consecutive dates of data collection. That is: P t ≤ P t−1 − £5 ≤ P t−2 − £5. Thus, the fare reduction, in addition to being persistent over two early booking days, has to be also economically relevant, and be at least equal to £5. Because of the robust evidence that airlines generally do not reduce fares when the departure date is very near (see, e.g., Dobson and Piga, 2013), we consider any sizable fare decrease occurring within a fortnight of the departure date as a manifestation of an YM intervention. Thus, for booking days from 14 to 1 day prior to departure, any relevant fare decrease is counted, i.e., a fare decrease is recorded if P t ≤ P t−1 − £5. The variable Price Decrease is then obtained as the weighted average of all relevant price reductions, with higher weights given to discounts originating from higher fare levels. 4 Price Decrease denotes a single flight-level measure summarizing the price reductions occurring during the flight's booking period. Table 2 reports the average magnitude of each price reduction that we use to construct Price Decrease. The following stylized facts stand out. First, price can fall at any time before the flight departure date; the highest frequency of reduction in price is observed between four and two weeks prior to departure. Second, we are least likely to observe falling fare quotes within the last week prior to a flight departure. Third, the average price reduction ranges between £15 and £20, except during the last ten days, when the bounds shift to £25-30. It is noteworthy that the latter fare reduction occurs with much less frequency and probably represents those few cases where the airline has sold fewer seats than planned and offers larger unexpected discounts hoping to fill up the aircraft. Fourth, easyJet and Ryanair exhibit similar magnitude of average price reduction across booking days; however easyJet shows a higher number of 4 Suppose we identify three instances of relevant price drops for a flight: from £100 to £80, from £70 to £55 and from £50 to £40. Price Decrease is then equal to: instances of fare reduction between four and two weeks prior to departure (see also Bachis and Piga, 2011). To informally evaluate whether Price Decrease impacts on the final load factor, we consider whether for the same flight (i.e., same flight code, departure time and day of the week) a higher level of Price Decrease today relative to a week ago is positively associated with a higher level of load factor for today's flight. Figure 1 thus plots on the Y-axis the difference of the load factor between two flights in consecutive weeks, while the X-axis represents the same difference for the Price Decrease variable; each curve corresponds to a different flight code. If the flight today has received a stronger treatment (i.e., a higher Price Decrease), this should then be reflected in a higher load factor, that is, in a positive slope of the curves. The figure comprises two business routes (London LutonParis Charles de Gaulle, served by easyJet, and London Stansted -Frankfurt Hahn, served by Ryanair) and two tourist routes (London Stansted -Alicante, served by easyJet, and London Stansted -Alghero, served by Ryanair). The four diagrams indicate a positive relationship in each route between the level of Price Decrease and the final load factor, which we interpret as prima facie evidence that YM interventions are likely to play a crucial role in improving a flight's load factor. 
Methodology and Econometric Model
Our goal is to measure the causal impact of YM interventions on the final flight load factor. In the process, we need to address a number of econometric challenges. First, YM intervention must be clearly defined. While we cannot really say which price profile would be considered atypical by a yield manager, and interventions can take such various forms as increasing the price by a larger magnitude than originally planned or postponing the planned price increase by dropping the lowest available price, our focus on price decreases provides a clearly observable YM intervention which runs contrary to many theoretical models that predict a (non-strictly) monotonic profile of fares. Our second challenge involves dealing with the flight-specific heterogeneity, which we will address via the flightlevel fixed effects model. Last but not least, YM interventions are clearly endogenous, since they are triggered by the same unobserved (by the econometrician) factors that determine load factors; this calls for the adoption of an instrumental variable approach.
Before introducing the econometric model, we further discuss the rationale underlying the choice of Price Decrease as a relevant measure of YM intervention; the discussion is also useful to clarify the strategy used to derive its instruments. We propose that we can separate and gauge the net impact of YM interventions by exploiting a number of aspects that characterize the airlines' pricing behavior. Specifically, the intertemporal profile of fares induced by discriminatory purposes tends to be flight-specific and is generally repeated over time. By definition, price decreases induced by YM interventions are idiosyncratic, and therefore flights with such interventions will exhibit a deviation from the typical temporal profile. Furthermore, given the clear evidence of fares increasing sharply in the last ten days before departure, we argue that sustained fare reductions as the departure date nears are consistent with dynamic pricing, but not with intertemporal price discrimination. We essentially suppose that the airline practicing intertemporal price discrimination sets its offered prices according to some profile, which is determined based on some averaged information about demand. More precisely, following Dana (1999a) , the airline determines ex ante the dynamics for moving its seat inventory for a given flight across the pre-determined price buckets. 5 Then, if demand realization is different from that expected 'average', the airline uses yield management to 'manually' move seats across the price buckets. Specifically, when seats are not selling as fast as the profile has predicted, the carrier's yield manager either keeps the seats from moving to higher-priced buckets (i.e., postpones the planned price increase), or moves some of the seat inventory back into the lower-priced buckets (we observe this as the price decrease). However, because the last buckets of seats are already priced so as to reflect high peaks in demand, it is unlikely that when customers arrive at a higher rate than anticipated, a carrier will modify a preset price profile, which already includes automatic increases. Dana (1999b) indeed suggests that booking limits are relaxed more frequently than they are tightened, meaning that yield managers are more likely to react when demand is below projections than when seats are sold faster than expected. Overall, this approach is largely consistent with the description of the YM systems operated by Ryanair and Aer Lingus outlined by the European Commission in its investigation of the merger proposal that was blocked in 2007. 6 The Commission emphasizes how these carriers adopt a set of standard 'templates' (i.e., a combination of buckets' prices and sizes), whose choice depends on a flight's and its route's characteristics. The templates are expected to remain largely invariant unless, as discussed above, realized demand diverges significantly from its forecast. The issue is then to identify such interventions. This task is not straightforward, but, in the light of the above suggestions that yield managers are likely to respond to demand realization when it is below its projection, then the only deviation from the pre-determined price trajectory involves cases of reductions in the offered prices over consecutive periods. Therefore, Price Decrease can be used for identifying and quantifying the effects of YM on final load factors.
The baseline econometric specification we will estimate is as follows:
LoadFactor it = β 1 MaxPrice it + β 2 PriceDecrease it + (1)
where t indexes time (day of the month), i represents a flight code operated by an airline on a given route in a month. That is, for the same flight code, we assign a different panel identifier to daily flights in different months. Note that under this panel specification, market structure is given, therefore the fixed effect estimator guarantees our estimates not to be biased by any influence of competition. 7 The use of monthly panels also takes into account possible seasonal effects, which in turn may be associated with a particular choice of the pricing template.
The dependent variable, Load Factor, is the flight's final occupancy rate, previously defined.
Max Price and the previously defined Price Decrease are, respectively, the key variables capturing how systematic and stochastic peak load pricing are managed. The former is the highest of the 13 fares posted on the respective booking days (70, 63... 1 days before the flight's scheduled departure day). This measure allows to control for the 'general' (i.e., average) relationship linking fares and load factors; therefore, it gives us the indication of the highest price bucket reached as the airline has been selling seats on a given flight. Because theoretical models of systematic peak load pricing under demand uncertainty predict a monotonically increasing relationship between load factors and fares, so that a higher fare is associated with seats with a lower probability of being sold, we expect the coefficient of Max Price to be positive (Dana, 1999a) . 8 Similarly, we expect flights with more intense price decreases to exhibit a larger increase in the load factor.
The remaining variables control for potential peak demand periods. Xmas, Easter and MidAugust are three indicator variables for flights departing during the week(s) of Christmas & New Year (winter peak), Easter (spring peak), and August 15th (summer peak), respectively.
Weekday variables are indicators for the day of the week, on which the flight is scheduled (with Wednesdays being the omitted category). Thus, the coefficients on these dummies show how different on average load factors on a given day of the week are relative to those for Wednesday flights.
The flight-code specific heterogeneity (e.g., Ryanair flight FR3768 from London Luton to Girona) will be captured by the corresponding flight-code fixed effects ρ i . Then, ε it represents the idiosyncratic errors that may be correlated both serially and with errors for other observations within a route. To correctly account for these properties of disturbances in estimation, our standard errors will be clustered by route and week. This will capture the possibility of flight-specific demand shocks on a given day affecting the demand for all of the flights on the route in a given week. For instance, a large group booking for a Wednesday morning flight may raise fares for this flight, and lead to customers switching to other flights of the same airline on nearby days, or to flights of the competing carrier(s).
Our biggest econometric challenge comes from the fact that unobserved shocks affecting load factors also influence the highest price quote observed. Consequently, unobserved shocks affecting our dependent variable can also influence the implementation of YM by the airlines. Thus, since both of our key independent variables are correlated with the error term, we address this problem by using an instrumental variable approach.
We use the following variables as instruments:
• Average highest price quote for the same flight, observed one and two weeks before and after the given flight date. For example, for a flight departing on a Monday, we construct this instrument as the average of the highest price quotes for the same flight departing on the two previous and the two next Mondays.
• Average value of Price Decrease from the flights departing within the two weeks preceding and following the current week. Similarly to the way we constructed our previous instrument, for a flight departing on a Monday, we calculate the average of Price Decrease for the same flight departing on the two previous and the two following Mondays.
Thus, both instruments are constructed by using lags and leads of the endogenous variables. That is, they are likely to be correlated with, respectively, the endogenous regressors Max Price and Price Decrease, but they should not be with ε it , since the latter is unlikely to be influenced by shocks in demand that have affected one-or two-weeks old flights, and it is unlikely to influence similarly distanced future flights. Assuming that ε it is uncorrelated with the value of the instruments based on flights taken at t ± 7 or t ± 14 implies that the effect of a shock is short-lived: any shock at time t is unlikely to be transmitted to the flights that have left or will leave 7 or 14 days before or after t. 9
• Number of booking days (NOT flight departure days) falling in the holiday period (weeks of Christmas, Easter, and August 15th). We argue that in such periods, the airlines may find it more difficult to monitor closely all their operations, due to, e.g., staffing shortages. In such a case, the airline would rely more on standard YM practices that entail few or no diversion from a preset pricing profile, leaving little room for discretionary YM interventions, such as price decreases. The underlying idea is that, on one hand, there is less YM intervention during the holiday period. On the other, there is no direct correlation between the load factor and the holiday period; that is, flights whose fares are sampled also during a holiday period are not necessarily emptier or fuller than those flights whose fares are not sampled during the holiday period. These aspects, which would make this variable a valid instrument for YM, can be tested using the Hansen test. 10 It is stress-worthy that the aim of our econometric exercise is to quantify the effect of discretionary YM interventions, captured by the endogenous regressor Price Decrease, on a flight's final load factor, net of the impact due to systematic peak load pricing as reflected by Max Price. Because such effects are evaluated at the single flight's level, the quantity-price relationship cannot be considered as an instance of a demand schedule for a number of reasons. First, none of the instruments identifies a cost shifter. Second, on a number of markets higher expected demand will result in the airline scheduling an additional flight. A proper demand estimation would consider the total number of seats sold on separate flights on a market, while here we treat each flight as a separate entity. Third, supply of seats in our data is very rigid: both airlines adhere to a single-aircrafttype business model. For example, Ryanair can only offer capacity on the market in 189-seat supplements (capacity of the Boeing aircraft operated by this carrier). Imagine two markets served by Ryanair, one supporting 150 passengers per day, and the other attracting 250 travelers daily, other things equal. Clearly, demand level is higher on the latter market. However, if Ryanair scheduled one daily flight on the former route, and two daily departures on the latter, due to the aircraft's capacity constraints it faces, we would observe higher load factors on the former, low-demand market. This last example also suggests that our estimates cannot be interpreted in terms of a supply function, whose estimation would require data on the composition of each 'price-bucket size' combination. However, as far as the instruments based on lead and lags are concerned, they capture variations in demand conditions that help trace out both the increasing pricing profile due to systematic peak load pricing and the positive impact of discretionary YM interventions in the form of price drops.
To verify the validity of our instruments, we use the Hansen test for overidentifying restrictions. If the test fails to reject the null hypothesis, then all instruments used are considered exogenous. We will report this test in all the tables. To anticipate the results, the Hansen test clearly supports our choice of instruments -the null hypothesis is never rejected at conventional significance levels. To demonstrate that the instruments we have chosen are not weak (i.e., that they are actually correlated with the endogenous variables), first-stage regression results for the two-stage least squares estimation for some of our specifications are presented in Table 7 in the Appendix. This is done in addition to employing the Cragg and Donald (1993) test. This test has been suggested by Stock and Yogo (2005) as a test for the presence of weak instruments. This is essentially an F-test, with null hypothesis being underidentification -largely rejected in all our estimates.
Results
Our econometric strategy will be as follows. We will start by presenting the results for the entire sample. Both the Generalized Least Squares (GLS) and Two-Stage Least Squares (2SLS) estimation results will be reported, to demonstrate that the use of the instrumental variable technique fundamentally changes the coefficients on the key independent variables. Next, we will examine whether the effect of YM on load factor depends on the level of competition and on the share of holiday and visiting friends & relatives (VFR) traffic on the route. A priori we expect a higher impact of YM on more competitive routes, as demand on these routes is likely to be more price sensitive. As for the differences in the impact of YM depending on the share of tourist traffic on the route, the relationship here is more complex. On one hand, as leisure passengers tend to be more price sensitive that business passengers, we can expect a higher impact of YM interventions on tourist routes. On the other hand, travel uncertainty tends to be realized sooner for leisure passengers, and last minute drops in offered prices may not induce that much demand on tourist routes. Finally, we will replace Max Price with different measures of average offered price, as well as the simple range of offered prices, as robustness checks of our results.
Baseline results
Estimation results of equation (1) for the entire sample are reported in Table 3 . Column (1) reports the GLS Fixed Effects estimates, which are included primarily to gauge the impact of the instruments. To check for the presence of endogeneity we apply the Hausman (1978) test between the models '2SLS' and 'GLS Fixed Effects'. The test produces a χ 2 value equal to 18.53, which is statistically significant at a critical value below 7%; hence, we reject the null hypothesis of exogeneity. Cragg and Donald (1993) test results suggest that our instruments are not weak. Columns (2) and (3) in Table 3 report 2SLS fixed effects results. Column (3) presents the results of the specification using the natural logarithm of load factor as dependent variable. Columns (4) and (5) are the equivalent of respectively columns (1) and (2), differing only by the use of the Number of Price Drops as an alternative measure of YM intervention in place of Price Decrease. 11 While in principle we could have flights with the same value of Price Decrease and a different Number of Price Drops (or vice versa), the use of the two variables leads to very similar results, as Table 3 shows.
Relative to those in Column (1), the results reported in Column (2) indicate that when the instrumental variable technique is applied, the coefficient of the Price Decrease variable changes sign but remains highly significant. When we do not account for endogeneity of this variable, we find that higher price decreases are associated with lower load factors. Such negative correlation is consistent with the view that a larger value of Price Decrease is likely to be observed in flights whose performance is worse than expected. However, as it is standard in these cases, the GLS is not consistently estimating the causal effect of the YM interventions. Indeed, the GLS estimates measure the difference in the expected load factors of two arbitrary flights with the same characteristics, except that their value of Price Decrease differs by one unit. What we are interested in measuring is the expected load factor difference if on an arbitrary flight the yield manager (for some exogenous reasons) decides to increase the value of Price Decrease by one unit.
Interestingly, when endogeneity is taken into account, the causal interpretation of the coefficient on Price Decrease is in accordance with our expected hypothesis: a price decrease appears to be effective in raising the load factors. Furthermore, moving the attention to the other endogenous regressor, a higher maximum price is associated with higher load factors. This is in line with the theoretical predictions in Dana (1999b) that carriers ex-ante allocate seats into buckets (or fare classes), moving the seat inventory into higher priced buckets as the plane fills up.
The magnitudes of the estimated effects of price and YM are as follows. Taking the coefficient on Max Price in the model '2SLS'of Column (2), a one standard deviation increase of Max Price is associated with an increase in the Load Factor by about 5.5 percent. Also (based on 2SLS result), one standard deviation increase in the Price Decrease variable raises Load Factor by about 2.7 percent. For a typical Ryanair's 189-seat aircraft, this translates into about 5 additional seats sold as a result of the application of an YM approach aimed at lowering the offered price in response to unusually slow realization of demand, holding everything else constant. Similar qualitative results are obtained when Price Decrease is replaced with the Number of Price Drops. Quantitatively the effect of the Number of Price Drops on load factor is slightly lower: one standard deviation increase in the Number of Price Drops on average raises Load Factor by about 1.3 percent, which translates into about 2.5 additional seats sold.
As far as the remaining control variables are concerned, we observe that load factors are higher on average on certain days of the week, and during some of the higher demand periods. More interestingly the positive sign found across the six dummy variables representing the day of the week suggests that flights departing on Wednesdays have the lowest load factor. 12 Finally, it is noteworthy that using a specification in log of the Load Factor variable -Column (3) in Table 3 -does not alter the qualitative interpretations of the (e) Coefficients *** statistically significant at 1%, ** at 5% and *at 10%.
results.
The results reported in Table 3 provide the backdrop against which we investigate the central issue of the paper, namely, whether the effect of an intervention by a yield manager depends on the extent of competition and on the degree of consumer heterogeneity in a route.
Competition and Tourism
We will now evaluate whether the magnitude of the effect of YM interventions differs depending on two factors: the level of competition and the share of leisure passengers on the route. Recall that, within the same month, market structure is fixed. Similarly, as indicated in Gerardi and Shapiro (2009), travelers' motivation remains constant over time, with some routes being predominantly used by leisure travelers, while others by a more heterogeneous mixture of passengers. To study both aspects, we re-estimate equation (1) interacting our two key variables (Max Price and Price Decrease) with indicator variables for routes with low level of competition and for Tourism. 13 The results of estimating equation (1) including the above-mentioned interaction variables are reported in Table 4 . Because we report only 2SLS estimates, it is noteworthy that the instruments -Average highest price quote and Average value of price decrease -are also interacted with the indicator variable for routes with low level of competition, and with the measure of tourist traffic on the route. Table 4 does not indicate any substantial difference in the effectiveness of YM interventions between competitive and non-competitive routes. While both Max Price and Price Decrease have positive and significant coefficients, their interaction with the Low Comp dummy is insignificant and generally of a small magnitude. The result concerning Max Price is consistent with the view that the ex-ante pricing profile is generated by a standardized YM procedure that appears to be independent of market structure. Quantitatively, the size of both effects is still the same as reported in the previous regressions.
On the contrary, we consistently observe that YM interventions become less effective as the share of leisure and VFR traffic increases. Specifically, because the coefficients of the Price Decrease variable and its interacted term with Tourism are of about the same magnitude but with an inverse sign, the effect of YM interventions on routes with a 50 percent tourist passenger traffic will be about half of what we would observe on the hypothetical route with no tourist traffic. 14 Moreover, YM interventions become nearly completely ineffective on markets where 100 percent of passengers travel on holiday or to visit friends and relatives.
In light of our discussion above, it appears that YM interventions might have a small effect on routes with a predominant component of tourist traffic; this may reflect the fact that tourists plan their journey in advance, since they have stronger preferences for travel on specific dates. This is the case even though leisure passengers generally tend to be more price sensitive than business passengers. Indeed, our estimation results also suggest that decreasing the highest offered price will increase the load factor on tourist routes.
Robustness Checks
So far, the analysis has controlled for the systematic peak load pricing component by using the highest price bucket. In this section, we will explore alternative measures, which make full use of the observed path of price quotes. Specifically, we alternatively replace Max Price with:
• A weighted average offered fare. Since the distribution of passengers purchasing their ticket may vary across the booking periods (for instance, more tickets might be bought closer to the flight departure date than further away from it, or vice versa), we assume different demand distributions across booking days (i.e., we assign different weights to each offered fare in different booking days), and calculate the average offered prices accordingly. As we noted above, price decreases closer to the departure date are most likely to represent an exercise of discretionary YM interventions, so a stronger relationship between price decrease and load factors in regressions putting more weight on observations closer to the flight departure date will strengthen our modeling approach.
• The difference between the highest and the lowest fare quotes for a given flight on a given date.
Using a weighted average price. In addition to using the simple average, which assigns equal weight to each of the thirteen fare quotes we gathered for every flight, in Table 5 we use three different weighted averages for prices. Difference between them is in the degree of importance assigned to fare quotes observed closer to the flight date. Specifically, Model (2) in Table 5 assigns a 20% cumulative weight to early booking period (booking days 70-49), a 40% cumulative weight to middle booking period (booking days 42-14), and a 40% cumulative weight to late booking period (10-1 booking days). Model (3)'s weights are: 30% for early booking period, 40% for middle booking period, and 30% for late booking period. Next, Model (4) computes the weighted average assigning 40%, 40%, and 20%, respectively. That is, as we shift from Model (2) towards Model (4) to calculate the weighted average fare, we give more weight to the early booking period and less weight to the late booking period . In Table 5 we continue reporting results for 2SLS model, where the instrument for Average Price variable is calculated in the same way as the instrument for Max Pricei.e., taking the mean of average prices for the same flight one and two weeks before and after a given flight's departure. (d) Coefficients *** statistically significant at 1%, ** at 5% and * at 10%.
Notably, changing the weights of the fare quotes in calculating the average offered price does not affect in any fundamental way the previously reported results for our key variables. Moreover, the effect of Average Price on load factor does not qualitatively change with the weighting system. Replacing Max Price with various versions of Average Price does not alter the conclusion that systematic YM practices are configured as a monotonic relationship linking load factors and offered fares. Furthermore, changing the way we control for systematic pricing does not alter the impact of the YM interventions, which continue to be effective but at a decreasing rate as the share of tourist passenger traffic increases.
Using price range. Table 6 reports the estimation results of our specification, where Max Price is replaced by the variable Max-Min Prices, i.e., the difference between the highest and the lowest price quotes for a given flight on a given date. This provides an alternative way to control for the systematic component of YM. Indeed, airlines usually divide their aircraft into groups of seats, each with a different price which increases as the plane fills up. The variable Max-Min Prices represents the range of the distribution of prices across seats.
We therefore expect a positive sign for the Max-Min Prices coefficient. Since the price range can also be correlated with the error term, we employ the previous instrumental variable approach, and report 2SLS fixed effects results in Table 6 . 15 Replacing the maximum price with the range of offered fares leaves our key YM-load factor relationship largely intact. As before, our results show that YM interventions are not more effective on more competitive routes. With respect to differences in the effectiveness of YM interventions depending on the share of leisure traffic, specifications (3) and (4) confirm our previously reported result that YM interventions are nearly completely ineffective on the routes where all the passengers are leisure travelers.
Conclusions
To the best of our knowledge, this paper contributes to the empirical literature on the effectiveness of yield management in the airline industry (Escobari, 2012; Salanti et. al, 2012) . We demonstrate that the practice of adjusting fares and seat inventories is effective in increasing the flight load factors; we quantify this effect and determine whether it depends on some broadly defined market characteristics. We combine information on the evolution of offered prices as the flight departure day approaches with the data on final load factors for more than 100,000 unique flights in 100 routes during a 13-months period. A unique feature of our dataset is that it comes from European low-cost carriers. These airlines focus on direct flights, do not incorporate network consideration into their (c) Coefficients *** statistically significant at 1%, ** at 5% and * at 10%.
pricing strategy, sell all their tickets as strictly non-refundable contracts, and do not price discriminate between passengers traveling one-way versus round-trip. We thus observe price quotes in an environment most closely resembling the theoretical studies of pricing under fixed capacity and uncertain demand. We select the most straightforward indicator of a yield management intervention -the intensity of price drops in fare quotes. A sufficiently high price decrease is a clear indication that demand realization does not proceed as forecast: this represents a situation which is likely to call for the involvement of a yield manager. The reason for picking the most obvious indicator of yield management (instead of evaluating how different the price path for a particular flight is relative to some estimated 'average' pricing profile) is simple. If we fail to observe effectiveness of this technique where it is definitely applied, then we can be quite certain that yield management is not very helpful. If we however see that the yield manager is able to increase the final load factor by decreasing the fare quotes, then this result opens the door to future research on the issue.
We indeed detect that the exercise of 'discretionary' yield management (as defined in our study) by the airlines leads to higher load factors. Specifically, reduction of the offered airfare by one standard deviation raises the flight's load factor on average by 2.7 percent. Yield management does not appear to be more effective on more competitive routes.
Examination of the effectiveness of YM interventions on tourist routes as opposed to markets with more business passengers yields a rather surprising and somewhat counterintuitive result. We determine that YM interventions appear to be nearly completely ineffective on routes with 100 percent leisure traffic. This runs counter to the general perception of leisure passengers being price-sensitive and responsive to price decreases. We attribute our result to the fact that leisure passengers are likely to plan their trips well in advance so that, when an offered price decrease, most leisure passengers have already made their travel arrangements. We believe this question deserves further exploration, which would require more detailed data than what we have employed here.
Yield management is also applicable to and used by railroads, hotels, and rental car companies. The empirical analysis of this phenomenon is lacking: this paper will both help firms apply yield management more effectively and shed light on the extent to which price dispersion in these relevant industries is the result of YM techniques (both systematic and stochastic) or more standard price discrimination. (c) Coefficients *** statistically significant at 1%, ** at 5% and *at 10%.
